
Not for general distribution. This is a restricted publication available only through 
needle and syringe programs. It is strictly for illicit drug users only. QuIHN neither 
condones nor accepts illicit drug use but seeks to minimise the harm that can 
arise from illicit drug use, in line with Australia’s public health strategy.
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QuIHN’S VISION
An affirming holistic response to the health and 
well being of illicit drug users in Queensland.

QuIHN’S PURPOSE
Identify, articulate and respond to the health 
needs and well being of illicit drug users by 
challenging perceptions relating to illicit drug 
use, providing client services statewide, and 
by linking, partnering, and connecting, with 
individuals, families, communities, business and 
government.

Counselling services provide a range of 
strategies for people wanting to reduce or cease 
their drug use, including psychosocial education 
and process, and recreational groups offering 
support for people contemplating, making, or 
sustaining changes to drug use.

Training and education are provided to clients, 
professionals and the wider community in regard 
to illicit drug use, through peer education, 
outreach, group education and staff training. 
Information and resources are provided through 
QuIHN’s website, brochures, magazines and 
NSPs. QuIHN is the Queensland member 
organisation of the Australian Injecting & Illicit 
Drug User’s League (AIVL).

QuIHN Brisbane  07 3620 8111
QuIHN Gold Coast  07 5520 7900
QuIHN Sunshine Coast 07 5443 9576
QuIHN Cairns  07 4051 4742

WE WANT YOUR FEEDBACK
We welcome feedback to this magazine, 
QuIHN’s other publications, website and 
services. Your comments help us to improve our 
resources, information and services. Feedback 
can be provided in writing, by phone or email.

This publication does not necessarily reflect the 
views of Queensland Injectors Health Network 
(QuIHN). QuIHN chooses not to judge those who 
use illicit drugs, but welcomes contributions 
which reflect opinions and issues of those who 
have used, or are still currently using illicit 
drugs. It is not the intention of this publication, 
or QuIHN, to encourage people to use illicit 
drugs or engage in criminal activities, but to 
reduce harms caused by illicit drug use. The 
editorial panel reserves the right to edit material 
submitted, and will not be held responsible for 
the accuracy, or otherwise, of information in this 
publication. No responsibility will be taken by 
QuIHN for harm people encountered following 
actions taken upon reading the contents of this 
publication. This publication is not intended for 
general distribution – its target group is those 
who use, or have used illicit drugs. 

QuIHN is funded by the Queensland Department 
of Health and the Australian Government - 
Department of Health & Ageing.

FROM THE 
EDITORIAL  
TEAM
Hi and welcome to the latest issue of Tracks.

It is absolutely shocking to think that in this day and 
age people are still judged and discriminated against for 
how they choose to live their lives. Why is it ok for some 
people to sit on their high horse and say “I am better than 
you?” Who do these people think they are and why are 
they better than anyone else? In a nutshell it is not ok, 
these people are the same as you and me and they are not 
better than anyone else.  Their stigma and judgements 
should not be tolerated. People suffer because of their 
opinions and are disadvantaged when it comes to basic 
needs, such as housing and health care. In this edition 
one user explains they don’t even bother applying for 
things anymore because of the stigma and rejection 
they face before they are even given a chance. This is 
outrageous.

In my perfect little world people educate and inform 
themselves before passing judgements and recognise 
that everyone is equal, regardless of whether or not they 
choose to use drugs. Unfortunately, the powers who be 
do not live in my little world. The government gets to 
dictate what we use, when we use it and how we use it. 
Law enforcers get to inflict their judgements and personal 
opinions on to young kids who happen to have users in 
the family. The assumption that a child born to parents 
who are users will become a user themselves is negligent. 
Would it make them happy to be right or would it be 
better, perhaps, to provide support, care and a listening 
ear to ensure the child is nurtured towards a life of 
happiness and fulfillment? Where is the faith? 

We, at QuIHN, wish for a healthier and happier 
community. We provide information, advice, 
understanding and a non-judgemental approach (as well 
as sterile equipment) to ensure users, their families and 
the community can be healthy regardless of their choices. 
We like that everyone is different, it makes the world 
interesting. To us, everyone is equal and we will fight 
for that equality. Everyone has their story and no one 
is better than anyone else. We are all different and this 
should be embraced. We are getting there slowly with 
the agreement that governments should start Naloxone 
distribution programs to reduce opioid-related overdoses. 
If only there was a drug that would reduce the stigma and 
utter bullshit that users and their families go through.
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HYNES:
13 YEARS 
TO LIFE

Change takes on many forms and I apply it whenever I can 
to keep things interesting, fun and invigorating.  Go and try 
some.  Rearrange your lounge room furniture, sleep at the 
opposite end of your bed tonight, get a (good) haircut, call 
a friend you haven’t in a while, do something different and 
notice the buzz afterwards.
   
Fortunately, I don’t have to go far out of my way to instigate 
newness.  I live on acreage and there is no shortage of 
things to do.  Alpacas, chooks, bees, fruit trees, vegetables, 
native regeneration, a relocated old house, kids and wife, 
all provide an abundance of related projects to keep my 
interest there stoked and raging for years to come.  

However, there is a little hitch in my situation.  I need to earn 
the lion’s share of the family income.  For this reason I have 
to spend much of my time at work which takes me away 
from my magic project land.  

“Ooh”, I hear you say. “A change lover like you must be 
skipping from one exciting ‘start up’ company to the next.  
You know the ones where employees do things like conduct 
morning think tank sessions while reclining on knitted 
bean bags made from recycled green house gases and 
sip brain cell rejuvenating teas based on salad greens that 
are hydroponically grown at the end of each desk.  Which 
by the way is not internally known as a ‘desk’ but rather a  
‘micro ideas brewery’, and these all happen to glide around 
the work space on compressed-air jets to random locations 

offering the unsuspecting worker a new outlook every  
12.5 minutes?”  Well my answer to that rather long question 
would be, nope I don’t do that.    

Instead I have worked at QuIHN and QuIVAA before it for a 
combined total of almost thirteen years.  I know how is that 
for a complete mind blowing moment?  How can someone 
who loves change and newness and all of that stuff work for 
essentially the same organisation for all that time?  Well the 
answer dear reader will be revealed in the jumble of words 
that follow.

To start with I have had many jobs in my time at QuIHN 
and QuIVAA.  My current role is the Program Manager 
for Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast Treatment Services, 
or some name to that effect anyway.  When I first started 
as a QuIVAA Rave Safe Volunteer in 1999 I had no idea I 
would be here writing something like this now all about that 
then.  I was studying social work at the time and thought I 
should gain some related work experience.  Rave Safe was 
QuIVAA’s move into recreational drug use and the dance 
party scene and most of the volunteering involved hanging 
out at late night events handing out Chupa Chups and safe 
sex and/or drug use information to fluffy pants, vinyl back 
packs and glow sticks.  This program gained a small pot 
of funding, changed its name to h.a.r.d.u.p (Hepatitis and 
Recreational Drug Users Project) and I became a partly paid 
volunteer/worker.  

Sean Hynes.

Musings of a long 
term staff member.  
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I love 
change.  
To me 
most things 
look better 
if they are 
different 
from what 
they were 
yesterday.

I decided to do my fourth year social work placement at 
QuIVAA within the Needle and Syringe Program.  I loved it.  
Towards the end of this time the ‘junior’ NSP project officer 
position (sounds like tennis fixtures not NSP work) became 
vacant and so I applied, interviewed and was employed.  I 
graduated with a social work degree and a job in QuIVAA’s 
busy Fortitude Valley NSP which had then recently acquired 
a drop in space with internet access (big deal then) and 
a Playstation (bigger deal then).  For the next few years 
I gave out information, needles, food and support but I 
received so very much more in return.  I learnt a lot from the 
hundreds of volunteers and clients that I worked with over 
the years.  My approach to the work I did, and still do now, 
was shaped in that NSP by those people.  I shared in some 
big experiences.  Some sad, some confusing, some happy, 
some confronting, some funny, but all were influential. I 
was known as ‘Seany Good Heart’ as I would say yes to 
almost any request and then scramble to smooth it with 
management or cover it with limited resources.  No two 
days were the same because people’s lives and the issues 
they faced dictated the direction of my daily efforts.  It was 
chaotic and I had a ball.  

After a while I became the Coordinator of the NSP.  This 
meant I had a little more influence on the place.  I continued 
to do what I did and my enthusiasm grew.  I then had a brief 
stint as the QuIVAA Education officer for a few months to 
cover some maternity leave.  This role involved training staff, 
volunteers, clients and other agencies about the usual wide 
range of QuIVAA related education topics.  

Following this, QuIVAA’s state funding was tendered and the 
organisation was placed in limbo for about a year while we 
all waited to find out if our application to form QuIHN was 
successful.  The former QuIVAA Manager left just before this 
time and so I was placed in the Acting Manager position 
for what I thought would be a few months maximum. This 
cameo appearance of mine turned into a regular part as 
the funding decision was continually delayed.  I brought my 
change loving ways to the top and we made some decisions 
that found justification in an uncertain future. We got to try 
some new projects and ways of working, spent some money 
and had some fun.  

In 2005 QuIHN emerged. The organisation had taken over 
the services previously carried out by SCIVAA, DUNES and 
QuIVAA.  QuIHN took on the staff members from these three 
organisations who wanted to stay.  I did and decided to 
relocate to the Gold Coast office where DUNES used to be 
so that I could move to my property which you can probably 
guess from my decision was closer to the Gold Coast than 
to Brisbane.  

I started work at QUIHN as the Gold Coast Outreach 
Education Manager and took on peer, staff and community 
education.  I also managed the Gold Coast region of QuIHN. 
When another job opening did what its name suggests and 
opened, I jumped again.  This role was the Positive Changes 
Councillor and involved something I had not yet officially 
done though was trained in during my degree some years 
before.  So I started counselling people who wanted to 
better manage their drug use.  This was in late 2006 and I 
have been counselling ever since.  After a while the 
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treatment teams across QuIHN received more recognition 
and funding and subsequently grew as a result.  My role 
eventually changed to the Program Manager of Gold Coast 
Treatment Services and last year changed again to include 
the Sunshine Coast Treatment Services as well. 

Alright now, so my roles have changed a lot over the years. 
This has certainly kept things interesting.  Perhaps even 
interesting enough to explain my sustained tenure and my 
argument could quite comfortably rest right here.  However, 
I am not entirely satisfied with this ending.  Simply changing 
roles could be considered cheating, as it falls a bit short in 
explaining a commitment such as mine. What else keeps 
me around?

To begin with, my current role is awesome.  I get to spend 
time with a great group of very committed staff members 
who work in innovative ways with clients.  QuIHN’s 
Treatment Services across all regions are based on some 
wonderful core principles that set them apart from other 
services.  We are client centered.  This means we tailor the 
counselling to each and every client’s need.  We do not 
have any preconceived notion of what a person wants to 
work on or what should be a priority for them to tackle in 
life.  We simply help clients to define their goals and then 
support them in achieving them.  Usually, because of QuIHN 
being what it is, these goals often will contain something 
about drug use but they certainly do not stop there.  

Mental health is often a concern as are various social and 
emotional related goals. This all makes for very un-boring 
work as people are different, each session is different and 
the work done is different.  But there is one common theme 
in all the work done in counselling and that is, wait for it... 
CHANGE!  People come to counselling because they want 
to change something.  Their drug use, their social life, their 
employment situation, their relationship, their thinking, their 
feeling, their fitness, their whatever. It’s all about change and 
for me that’s cool.   

So the core work is about change, the job positions have 
changed, what else can I make fit into this finely crafted 
piece of an article?  How about the people?  I have seen 
so many of them come and go over the years.  Staff, 
volunteers, students and clients have all paraded past me 
in an endless fashion.  I need only sit back and take it all 
in.  Everyone I meet teaches me something I did not know 
before and I have not had to go far to meet new people.  
Stay somewhere long enough and the people change 
around you. 
 

QuIHN, being a non government 
human services and health 
organisation ensures that it can 
remain on the cutting edge, pardon 
the cliché, in keeping up with trends.  
This means that the organisation 
can change quickly in response to 
new issues facing the people that 
access the service.  For example, we 
now have a Parent, Child and Family 
Program that keeps growing in scope 
and popularity.  This program was 
developed to help clients who are 
struggling with drug use or mental 
health issues who also happen to be 
parents.  The program’s inception was 
prompted by the concerns of QuIHN 
clients who were involved with the 
Department of Child Safety or who 
were having trouble parenting in the 
ways they wanted to. 

One last clincher, if we need anymore, 
is that I happen to really like QuIHN.  I 
love the work we do as an organisation 
and I love the special way we do 
it.  I love that people who access 
the service can involve themselves 
in the day to day running of the 
organisation by volunteering or gaining 
employment or they can be involved 
in broader direction shaping ways 
through focus groups or via the Board 
of Management. This, along with 
QuIHN’s ongoing close association 
with QuIVAA, helps to ensure that the 
services we offer remain relevant and 
appropriate to the clients we work 
with. 

Over my time with QuIHN and QuIVAA 
I have never been bored.  I have 
never ‘Thanked God it was Friday’.  
I have never counted down the 
remaining minutes of a working day.  
I have never daydreamt longingly of 
holidays basking in something while 
sipping something else by the edge 
of something or other.  This fact alone 
tells me that I am on a good thing and 
I was right to stick around.  Thanks for 
having me. 

I need only sit back and take it all 
in.  Everyone I meet teaches me 
something I did not know before 
and I have not had to go far to 
meet new people.



 

BE BLOOD AWARE… 
DON’T SHARE! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THERE’S BLOOD YOU CAN SEE… 

AND BLOOD YOU CAN’T. 



Most people on this planet have used drugs 
of some sort at various times in their lives; 
especially when you take into account 
tobacco, alcohol, caffeine and prescription 
drugs (anything from anti- depressants to 
cholesterol reducing tabs). In some countries 
alcohol is illegal but smoking opium is 
not. I would say it is a human condition 
to be curious about the unknown or the 
“forbidden”. 

I would say it is in a young person’s nature in particular to test out the “forbidden” 
(the more forbidden, the more It needs testing out, right?); and so they should. 
Isn’t it every generation’s responsibility to question the values and laws of the 
generations that came before them? If not; woman in Australia would still be bare 
foot, pregnant, kept in the home and homosexuality would still be illegal.  

One of my favourite quotes is “It is mankind’s right; nay their duty, to explore 
altered states of consciousness”. I think this was said by either Albert Hofmann 
who was the first person to synthesise LSD or Timothy Leary who was one of its 
most outspoken advocates.  

In Australia drug use is definitely on the forbidden list. Not all drug use; we 
are welcome to use the drugs the government approves of i.e. we can smoke 
tobacco but not cannabis, we can swallow anti-depressants but not ecstasy, we 
can drink alcohol but not Liquid G, we can use caffeine to stay awake but not 
amphetamines, we can inject Botox (botulism) but not heroin.

I’m trying not to judge the people who get to judge us, but they give us so many 
reasons to question why they make the decisions they do. Why are our laws 
(made by supposedly shrewd politicians) bound by morals rather than facts?  
Why does the government listen to religious organisations when they say “we’ll all 
be doomed if you don’t follow our lead” but not to experts when they say “we’ll 
all be doomed if we don’t stop the drug war?” So many questions no acceptable 
answers. 
I’m not a scientist, I’m not a genius, I’m not a preacher, I do not understand 

politics or how the economy works. 
I do listen to different points of view, 
I do pay attention to evidence, I do 
learn more everyday and change 
my opinion constantly as new 
information comes to light, and I do 
have faith in people; even the ones 
who get to umpire this game we  
call life. 

I’m just an ordinary person who 
gives out picks at the local needle 
and syringe program; because I 
don’t like HIV or Hepatitis and I 
don’t see folk who choose to use 
drugs as “less than” anyone else. 
I simply have a vested interest in 
human rights and I can see this 
country (like others with damaging 
drug laws) heading in a dangerously 
wrong direction. Why can’t the 
powers that be see the same thing? 
What really scares me is I believe 
they do see the same thing and 
yet choose to ignore the growing 
evidence that the “drug war” is lost 
(was lost from the beginning) and 
are also choosing to ignore the 
growing number of deaths it brings 
with it. 

Fiona 2/13
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DIAL

000

Attending staff (ambulance officers) 
request the police (usually only once on 
the scene and only if danger or threat of 
danger is present).

The person 
requesting the 
ambulance requests 
police presence.

Another party contacts 
them (not the ambulance 
service or the person 
calling the service).

There is a need for crowd control  
(at concerts etc) to enable ambulance  
officers to provide care to patient/s.

The overdose becomes fatal and the  
person dies (the police will attend too).

Establish if the 
death was at all 
suspicious.

In Queensland the police will  
not be called to a drug  

overdose, unless:

What you need to 
tell the call taker:

The address of the incident.

Whether they are part conscious or 
unconscious (first aid instruction can be 
provided over the phone whilst waiting 
for the ambulance to arrive).

The substance they’ve taken to overdose,  
e.g.: narcotic, benzodiazepines etc, age and 
sex of the patient.

A call back number 
(if possible).
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AMA ENDORSES 
NALOXONE 
DISTRIBUTION
PROGRAMS FOR 
ALL OF AUSTRALIA

On December 1 the Federal Council 
of the Australian Medical Association 
has recently agreed that all Australian 
Governments should implement and 
evaluate Naloxone distribution pilot 
programs to reduce the incidence of  
fatal opioid overdoses.

The AMA's ultimate policy making body 
voted to endorse the recommendations 
included in the Anex policy paper, 
Australian Drug Policy: Lifesavers - 
access to Naloxone to reduce opioid 
overdose-related deaths and morbidity.

The Anex recommendations now 
endorsed by the AMA are:

  Australian Governments 
should take necessary steps 
to facilitate the establishment 
of new pilot programs directed 
towards opioid overdose 
treatment with Naloxone 

  Australian Governments 
[should] support the education 
of healthcare workers and 
potential overdose witnesses 
about the use of Naloxone in 
preventing opioid overdose-
related mortality and morbidity

 
  The effectiveness of Naloxone 

programs should be 
adequately evaluated.

AMA President Dr Steve Hambleton said: 
“The AMA’s Federal Council agreed, 
on the basis of evidence, that properly 
administered and supported Naloxone 
distribution programs, involving suitable 
training, had the potential to save lives.” 

It is the first time the AMA has been 
asked to endorse Naloxone provision to 
potential overdose witnesses, including 
drug users, and comes after American 
Medical Association endorsement in 
June 2012. 

The Victorian Government has been 
made aware of the AMA’s new policy 
position. It is hoped that it may influence 
policy considerations in the lead-up 
to the anticipated release of the All of 
Government Drug and Alcohol Strategy.

Dr Patrick Griffiths
Communications and Research Liaison Anex
Suite 1, Level 2
600 Nicholson Street
Fitzroy North, Vic 3068
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uIVAA
Lust for life   Shoot for safety

A QuIVAA Initiative

QLD Pharmacotherapy Advocacy 
Mediation and Support Service

PAMS
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Are you on methadone or 
bupe treatment?

QPAMS is a new service that 
supports people on 
pharmacotherapy treatment 
in the Brisbane area.

How can QPAMS help?

Do you need information 
about your methadone or 
bupe treatment?

Do you need support with any
issues relating to your 
methadone or bupe treatment?

Do you have a complaint or 
concern in relation to your 
treatment?

Do you have an issue that relates 
to your clinic or pharmacy?  

Would you like to talk to someone 
who understands and is on 
treatment themselves?

QPAMS is open Monday to Friday 
from 10.30 to 3.30pm

Despite research which 
indicates that approximately 
60% of overdose deaths occur 
when others are present 
and that sudden death 
immediately after injecting 
occurs in only 15% of cases, 
it has been shown that in 
79% of cases there is no 
intervention by bystanders 
before death. 

It may be that injectors 
witnessing overdoses, having 
seen non-fatal overdoses 
before, are over-optimistic 
about the probable outcome. 

There is also evidence that 
deep snoring, associated 
with breathing difficulties, 
is sometimes thought to be 
someone sleeping soundly. 
There is often a long time 
delay (often several hours) 
between injecting heroin 
and overdose death. People 
who witness overdoses 
may wrongly assume that, 
following survival of the 
initial ‘hit’, the risk of  
death reduces. 

People who witness 
overdoses need to be able to 
identify the transition from 
sleep to unconsciousness 
so that they can give 
appropriate first aid. 

If someone is unconscious 
and lying on their back, their 
airway can become blocked 
by their tongue, vomit or 
saliva in the back of the 
mouth. This can stop them 
breathing and result  
in death.

This type of death can be 
avoided if someone puts the 
unconscious person into the 
recovery position. Practice 
the recovery position and  
teach it to your peers. 

RESPONDING TO 
OPIATE  
OVERDOSE T
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1BLOOD BORNE VIRUSES
HIV, HEPATITIS B & C   

2ABSCESSES
BEGIN WITH A SMALL HARD LUMP  
AT THE INJECTION SITE  

3VEIN DAMAGE\COLLAPSE
CAUSED BY INJECTING IN THE SAME 
SPOT ALL THE TIME 

4REDUCED CIRCULATION
POSSIBLE LOSS OF FINGERS OR TOES  

5DIRTY HITS
CAUSED BY UNSTERILE INJECTION OR 
CONTAMINATED DRUG MIX  

SAFE 
INJECTING
At QuIHN our aim is to reduce harms that are related to illicit drug use such as 
supporting basic needs, psychological effects and physical injuries that may 
occur. My purpose for this article is to focus on injecting related harms and dot 
point some issues to be aware of when choosing to inject drugs. 

Whether it’s, heroin, amphetamines, pills, coke or image enhancing drugs there 
are dangers that can be easily avoided. I pulled out our QuIHN training manual to 
ensure I included all the safe injecting information we have.

I found enough information to fill the magazine; so I’ll just touch on a few main 
points and leave it up to you to ask us for more information if you need it. Below 
is a list of just a few of the more common harms that can be caused by unsafe 
injecting practices. 
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The following tips will help you 
avoid these injuries:

ALWAYS WASH HANDS FIRST
This is the first line of defence against any bacterial or blood 
borne virus transmission. 

KEEP INJECTING AREAS STERILE
Clean the space and spoon you’ll be using to inject with 
swabs or warm soapy water. Hepatitis C and some bacteria 
can survive on surfaces and also live in dried blood. 

USE SWABS
Swabbing your injection site once in one direction will 
reduce the chance of getting an abscess or ulcer. 

ROTATE INJECTING SITES
Each injection site has time to heal before being used again. 
If you hammer the same spot, eventually you will get one 
type of vein damage or another.

USE WHEEL FILTERS
Especially when injecting pills. Wheel filters will filter out 
crap like chalk and wax and the smallest wheel filter will 
even filter out bacteria. If you don’t have a wheel filter the 
next best thing is to filter with a cotton filter at least three 
times.

DO NOT SHARE A BLOODY THING! 
This includes needles, spoons, tourniquets, baggies, filters, 
water, or even bins (you could stick yourself with someone 
else’s pick). 

DRINK PLENTY OF WATER
Keep your veins hydrated.

EXERCISING
will warm up your blood and keep it pumping; this will help 
your veins stand out. Just squeezing a rubber ball for a few 
minutes a day will help.

Sharing bloody items can have serious consequences.
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I lost count the number of rude 
comments, judgments and 
assumptions that have been said 
to me over my 23 years. I cant 
remember how many times I’ve 
woken up to the ‘BANG BANG 
BANG POLICE’ on the door at 5am. 

NOT ALL 
TARRED
WITH THE  
SAME

As a child I have been 
strip searched, police have 
attended my high school 
wanting statements against 
my parents, I have been 
put into an interview room 
and questioned by police 
about my parents identity 
at 7 years old, when I was 
20 I was pulled over for a 
random car search and was 
asked if I had a receipt for 
a 2 year old tent? I think 
the thing that stood out to 
me the most were the nasty 
comments that were said.

‘You’re going to be a junkie 
just like your parents’, 
‘Maybe we should 
fingerprint her now it will 
save us time when she gets 
older’, ‘We are not taking 
you to the station you’ve 
got 10 minutes too find 
somewhere too go or were 
calling DOCS’.

As a kid I can remember 
being confused about the 
whole thing. 

I always was a good kid, 
very polite, no criminal 
record, and I could never 
understand why they would 
act like that towards me? 
Aren’t they meant to help? 
Yes, they were arresting my 
whole family but I didn’t do 
anything?

Police raids were never a 
fun time. We had a place 
on the GC where we had 
the pleasure of a visit from 
the boys in blue.  Dad was 
handcuffed sitting in the 
kitchen while they searched 
the place. I was sitting on 
Dads lap and I said too him 
‘Dad, why are they so mean 
to me, I don’t take drugs?’ 
He replied ‘ because you 
are part of the family darlin, 
they put everyone in the 
same box. You will learn 
that, as you get older. In 
their eyes we are all tarred 
with the same brush’. But 
why should we be put in 
the same box? Why should 
we suffer because of our 

parents mistakes? I love 
my parents and to me they 
aren’t scum junkies they are 
my mum and dad and they 
did the best they could.

About 2 years ago I found 
out I’m Hepatitis C positive. 
I was shocked, because I 
have never injected drugs 
and haven’t been exposed 
to risky behavior where I 
could have picked up the 
virus (blood to blood contact 
with an infected person). I 
had a chat with mum and 
the doctor, and we figured 
out it was transmitted when 
mum was giving birth. In 
1989 (the year I was born) 
Hepatitis C was known only 
as non A, non B Hepatitis. 
I also had a complicated 
birth. I was 2 weeks 
premature and mum said 
that, ‘I wanted OUT’ haha. 

To help with the birth the 
doctor used forceps, which 
cut the top of my head 
and of course mum was 

bleeding so that’s where the 
transmission occurred. 

I booked into doctors all 
around the joint to get the 
blood tests done. One 
doctor asked me what drugs 
I was using! 'I don’t use 
drugs', I replied. He rolled 
his eyes at me and said if I 
want support with treatment 
I need to be honest, and he 
needs to know when the last 
time was I injected drugs. 
What some people may 
not realize, is that we kids 
carry this stuff around. We 
either excel to be everything 
opposite of what we were 
‘told’ we would be, or 
unfortunately, sometimes 
it’s easier for us to escape 
reality and start using 
ourselves. Whatever path we 
take, some people can over 
look our amazing resilience 
and strengths. Our wisdom, 
common sense and street 
smarts are well beyond our 
years.  I think it’s important 
for society to remember us 

"It took me 2 years of counselling to be able to see that in myself."



I’m sharing this 
with all of you, 
not from a ‘fuck 
the system’ view, 
although it may 
seem that way.

"It took me 2 years of counselling to be able to see that in myself."

and to be mindful of the impact that 
their interactions with us can have 
on our view of society, particularly 
authority figures. I’m sharing this with 
all of you, not from a ‘FUCK THE 
SYSTEM’ view, although it may seem 
that way. Looking back now I can (to 
some degree) have an understanding 
as to ‘why’ people can be quick to 
make assumptions and judgments. I’m 
not angry anymore and it’s taken me a 
long time to get to that stage. 

One thing I do want to know, is where 
was the support?  All these people 
that were making judgments and 
assumptions about my family and I, 
yet I wasn’t asked the simple question 
‘are you ok?’ ‘How are you coping’?  
Why didn’t anybody refer me to places 
for support? Why didn’t anybody call 
and offer support to my grandma, who 
was trying to raise a 13 year old ‘adult 
child’ whose whole world had just 
been torn apart. Every one knew the 
situation the school, Police, centrelink, 
the prison where my parents were, but 
why didn’t anyone step in.    

I am 23 years old and have seen a lot. 
It’s made me the person I am today. 

I wanted to be everything opposite of 
what they all said. My parents always 
said to me, ‘that I can do anything I 
want to do in this world, as long as I 
work hard enough’. They also drilled 
into me about how shit your life can 
become with drugs in it. Another main 
reason I haven’t tried drugs for the 
simple reason I knew I would like it, 
who wouldn’t want to escape from all 
the fucked up bullshit. I hated drugs. 
I hated what it had done to my family 
and the impact it had on me, and I 
didn’t even use them! I’ve been going 
to counselling for the past 2 years 
and I didn’t realise how angry I was at 
my parents, at authority and people 
in general.  My past has given me life 
experience, resilience and strengths, 
but it took me 2 years of counselling to 
be able to see that in myself.

As a community we need too work 
together to support us kids. Remember 
that we didn’t choose the situation we 
were put into but with positive support, 
role models and peer education in our 
lives it can determine what choices we 
take in the future. We don’t deserve to 
be tarred with the same brush. 
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"Dad was handcuffed sitting in the kitchen while they searched the place."



DIXIE’S 
DIARY

Dixie A, Dixie B, Dixie BBV

When Dixie lived in NSW it was very 
hard to get butterflies, it was also very 
hard to get clean unused needles 
unless you lived in Port Kembla or 
Tarrawanna (Illawarra area) where a few 
chemists gave out free needles.  When 
I was using speed back in the early 
1998 you had to return dirties to get 
clean equipment if you did not return 
any used equipment it cost between  
$3 - $5 for a pack.

I was tested for Hepatitis C in 1997 
when I had a near fatal accident and 
the results were negative.  Therefore 
looking back I must have contracted 
Hep C from 1998 to 2003.  On 
reflection I feel that there is only 2 ways 
I contracted Hepatitis C, one was when 
I shared some speed in 1998 and the 
guy brought out picks not in the sealed 
package I found it really difficult to get 
the needle into my vein so this guy 
helped out, the needle must have been 
really blunt.  I was completely unaware 
of Hepatitis C, what is was and how 
you got it.

The second time I could have 
contracted Hepatitis C was when I (and 
my partner) were at our dealers house 
ready to have a shot of the good ol’ 
favourite heroin, and we had no new 
needles so I asked my dealer if I could 
use hers and she told me that she did 
have Hep C and my response was 
“so..., I just want a shot right now” I 
thought it was just something just like 
a cold.

Well No it’s not just like a cold or the 
flu, it is a Blood Borne Virus, similar to 
HIV is what I learnt a bit later on, I was 
shitting myself. Does this mean that 
I will die?? Is it like AIDS?? (I didn’t 

When I was 
a little girl 
as Dixie, 
I used to 
chase the 
fireflies. 
When I got 
older I used 
to chase the 
BUTTER 
FLIES. 
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in the stomach area and give yourself 
the injection there.  I was so skinny; I 
could not grab any fat because there 
wasn’t any.  I was so scared of the 
Needle part because I thought that I 
would want to use again so I actually 
came into QuIHN and asked for some 
assistance.  Another time it looked 
more like a hit and miss shot because 
it was just under the skin.  I came 
into QuIHN again and asked for more 
assistance again in which the nurse 
just rubbed it in to my stomach.  I rang 
Doctor Walker and he said “well at 
least we know it is in your body” Lol.

During the treatment I had to have a 
blood test monthly to see what my ALT 
was and my LFT reading was.  When 
I went for the blood tests monthly I 
always asked for the same nurse to 
take my blood as she was aware of 
what the treatment was for and she 
was non judgemental and we became 
friends/associates.  If I have to go 
for a blood test now I still ask for the 
wonderful Michelle.

Well that is what Dixie went through 
on treatment.  A little warning, 
this does not happen to everyone 
but it happened to me, I got really 
depressed, I had the runs, I lost a lot of 
weight and my mother came up from 
Victoria to be with me for a couple of 
weeks. My grandmother also came 
up too for a few weeks while I was 
depressed, but yes I did it, I got rid of 
Hep C.  

Now I work for QuIHN and I educate 
our clients regarding blood borne 
viruses as I think that people who have 
been there and done that are the best 
people to work for QuIHN. We are 
very non judgmental and we work as 
a team. 

Sincerely,

Dixie Del Rae

know the difference between AIDS and 
HIV). The way I found out that I had 
Hepatitis C was when I first went to a 
Methadone clinic and had to do a drug 
urine test and a blood test so did my 
partner because we had shared (gutsy 
me would always go first).

So that is how I found out I was Hep C 
positive.  My partner and I then moved 
to QLD in 2004 to try and escape 
the overwhelming consequences of 
our heroin addictions, I didn’t realise 
that if you really want heroin you will 

manage to find it, and of course we 
did.  After another 18 months of 
using we moved to the Sunshine 

Coast, running away again. That 
is when we found QuIHN and 

joined their detox program.  
I found the number in the 
phone book under detox. 
The detox was done using 
physeptone which is 
similar to Methadone 
except it is a tablet this 
enable us to kick the 
habit.

Once I cleaned myself up 
I went and saw the local 

gastro, Dr Ian Walker to 
get information on options 

to get rid of the Hepatitis C 
virus.  He is a private doctor 

so you had to pay the first initial 
fee and got a portion back from 

Medicare. He was a great doctor with 
a sense of humour and he helped me 
to get rid of the virus.  I was lucky in 
a way as I had genotype 3a which is 
the easiest genotype to clean and only 
a six month treatment program.  SIX 
MONTHS!!!!  

The hard part for me was that you 
are suppose to be alcohol free for 
six months which I was able to do, 
he also said that it is possible that 
you could loose weight whilst on the 
treatment, I lost about 10 kilos. I also 
had to run to the loo for six months.  
It took me about another six months 
to be completely back to normal after 
completing treatment.

The Hepatitis C treatment I was on 
was a tablet of ribavirin in the morning 
and a tablet at night and also a self 
administered Pegasys interferon 
injection once a week.  The Dr laughed 
at me and said no, it is not HIV. You 
are supposed to grab a little bit of fat Dixie Del Rae.
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Please Mr Government may I buy some pot? 

“Tobacco yes, cannabis not” 

But tobacco is really no good for my health.                                                                                         

I’m under some stress and Cannabis helps.  

“You can drink alcohol cause that’s what we choose,  we can’t 

have folk deciding what they use” 

 But alcohol will often make me aggressive.                                                                                             

“Why tell us? Just don’t be excessive” 

If I’m dejected, may I try ecstasy?  

“NO anti depressants are all that you’ll see”    

But I really don’t need them every single day.   

“On them we’ll put you and on them you’ll stay” 

 When I need to study, or be wide awake,   Is it O.K. if it’s 

speed that I take?   

“Take caffeine; that’s our drug of choice; what makes you 

think that you have a voice”?   

I’m averse to caffeine so I don’t think that’s fair  

“But we hold the power so we really don’t care”    

I hate to admit it but I have an addiction,  will I ask my 

doctor to write a prescription?   

“No we’ll give you methadone, until you 

are old that way we keep you under our 

control”   So I can’t take anything 

unless it suits you?    

“You’ve finally got it; the Government’s 

truth” ,“and if you take anything without 

our permission, you could end up with a criminal 

conviction”  No freedom here, no coke or trips, meet our 

law makers; proud hypocrites! 
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We don’t like that word, the one that is 

thrown around,

By the government and community as a 

hurtful put down,

It is not just a name that, can be easily 

brushed off,

It can stay with someone forever even 

when the drugs have worn off,

Underneath this word, lies a lot of hate,

People use it often as a term to 

discriminate,

Who are you to call someone 

something, you know nothing about?

How would you like it if someone 

didn’t take your

feelings into account?

That word has no place here, and there 

will never be,

Words that are used to describe others 

have no place with me,

So before you call someone something,

That you wouldn’t like being said  

to you,

Stop and think about how you would 

feel if you were in their shoes,

By using that word, can make people 

think its ok,

No wonder some children have nasty 

things to say, 

I hope for your sake, I have made 

myself quiet clear,

If you use the word in this place, you 

wont be welcome here.

Tegan Nuckey 2013
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THE ‘J’ WORD DOESN’T 
LIVE HERE ANYMORE...
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THE QuIHN  
COMMUNITY



The QuIHN community 
garden has become a hub 
in Bowen Hills where people 
gather to chat and  take 
part in the many community 
events on offer, such as ‘C 
afternoons’ and our Friday 
feasts.  The success of the garden has also 

turned it into a great spot for us to 
provide assistance and support so 
people can gather information and 
then take home some freshly picked 
produce to use in their own homes.
The concept for the garden came 
from the community and a band of 
enthusiastic volunteers.  From that 
a key group of individuals started 
volunteering their time to work on the 
garden project. 

After a call out to the Brisbane area 
for the tools and basic gardening 
equipment, the amazing group at 
GIVIT www.givit.org.au  allowed us 

to connect with a few very generous 
people who donated the much needed 
foundations for our garden.
 
In 2012 the garden was launched by 
the Hon. Vicki Howard at the QuIHN 
Brisbane Christmas hamper day, much 
to the pleasure of the 250 attendees 
and service providers.  It has also 
added something extra to our weekly 
Friday BBQ day where up to 60 people 
access meals, with  many people 
taking away some of the herbs we 
have grown. During this weekly event 
recipes are shared, connections are 
made and a bit of friendly banter are 
shared amongst new friends.
 
If you become a regular visitor to 
our garden you will see new plants 
that someone from the community 
has provided, the uptake of guerrilla 
gardening is under way here! 

There are many other visitors to the 
garden now, including some native 
bees, a family of magpies, pigeons, 
worms and of course a friendly 
possum who has developed a taste 
for our strawberries. The garden is 
100% organic so we do account for a 
few losses here and there; but this is a 
small sacrifice for chemical free, tasty 
produce. 
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Niki and Allen.

Cumquat growing in our garden.
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never die; 
they just very 
slowly turn 
into the most 
magnificent 
compost. 
But what a 
marvellous, 
active brew  
it is! "
Peter Cundall

Currently we are growing the 
following Edibles:

•  Dragon Fruit 
•  Rosella's
•  Passionfruit
•  Mandarins
•  Sweet Potato
•  Basil
•  Strawberries
•  Chocolate  
    Pudding Tree

•  Fennel
•  Sugar Cane
•  Sage
•  Oregano
•  Banana Trees
•  Paw Paw
•  Lemon Grass
•  Aloe Vera 

•  Petunia
•  Asylum
•  Fever Few
•  Marigolds
•  Palms
•  Kangaroo  
    Paw
•  Bird of  
    Paradise

•  Ornamental  
    Ginger
•  Violets
•  Snap  
    Dragons
•  Tree Fern
•  Cordelines 
•  Bromeliads

Our goals for the garden:
To give space to those who might not have a garden or 
who aren’t able to growfresh produce. 
 
Teach about where our food comes from, cooking and 
nutrition. 
 
To have a positive effect on the environment. 
 
Most importantly to give space to those who might not 
feel like they belong. 
 
To build community. 
 
To encourage home growing.

Jodie.

Sugarcane.

Strawberries. Forever Daisy.

Chinese Radish. Flower garden. Carrots!
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Why do people overdose on drugs? 

• Accidentally (Bad or too strong of a  mix)

• Mixing drugs

• Unsure of quality or strength of substance

• Using too much

• Not enough food or fluid in their system.

• Allergies or other health issues 

• Using after a break e.g., if recently left prison.

• Using alone or when depressed 

• Route of administration (Injecting)

What are some of the symptoms of 
an overdose from an opitate such as 
heroin or morphine?

• Vomiting

• Heart palpitations 

• Deep snoring

• Unable to wake

• Turning blue

• Fitting

• Not breathing

• Unconsciousness

What should we do if we find 
someone who has overdosed from 
an opiate?

• Always call 000

• Place in the recovery position 

• Perform CPR if unconscious

What should we do if we find 
someone who has overdosed from 
amphetamines?

• Keep person safe and calm

• Encourage fluid intake, 500ml per hour

• Call 000

• Place in the recovery position 

• Perform CPR if not breathing 

O v e r d o s e :  
T h i n g s  t o  k n o w

Do not put them in the shower. They could go into shock, get 
hypothermia or drown. 

Do not let the person sleep it off.

Don’t inject them with anything else, including water, salty 
water, coke a cola, milk, speed, any other stimulant or any 
other drug. This not only wastes time but if, in the panic, an 
unsterile syringe is used, it could expose them to HIV or viral 
hepatitis.  

Do not try to induce vomiting. They might choke.

Do not get them to walk around or drag them around. This 
wastes valuable time and they may hurt themselves.

Do not hurt, hit or burn the person. This will hurt them and will 
not bring them around. 

Do not put anything in their mouth if they are having a seizure.

Do not force them to eat or drink anything.

Do not leave them in the street hoping someone else will find 
them. The ambulance immediately needs to know what is 
wrong with them and what they have taken.

You need to know if someone is sleeping or unconscious. You 
can tell this by asking them if they can hear you and rubbing 
your knuckles on the middle of their chest. If this doesn’t wake 
them, they are unconscious and you need to call an ambulance 
and start CPR. Anything else you do won’t make any difference 
to whether or not they come round, and could cause them 
serious injury. 

The most important thing to do is call an ambulance on 000  
or if you don’t have any reception on your mobile you can  
call 112. 



FROM HEALTH SERVICES

• The local hospital has labelled 
me as having ‘drug seeking 
behaviour’. It’s on their file there, 
so whenever I used to go there, I 
would get treated like shit. I don’t 
go there anymore though.

• They won’t even give you the time 
of day at the hospital, coz they 
take one look in your eyes and 
say “Oh you’re a druggie”.

• I walked into a doctor’s 
surgery once trying to get an 
appointment, and they said “Oh 
we are booked out”. Meanwhile 
someone who was already a 
patient there just told me they got 
an appointment straight away.

• I broke my leg in three places 
after a motorbike accident. At the 
hospital they wouldn’t give me 
anything other than Panadol, even 
though the bone was sticking 
through the skin.

• I was having a liver biopsy and 
asked for some more pain relief, 
the gastro said no and added ‘It’s 
always the drug users that want 
pain relief’. I hadn’t used for 10 
years. It made me furious but 
what could I do?

FROM LAW ENFORCEMENT

• When I walk outside the police 
jack me up because I am a drug 
user. It’s not right.

• When the cops pull me over, they 
think I am guilty of something, 
when I haven’t done anything. I 
might just be going for a walk to 
get a coffee.

• Sometimes when I am in the park 
drinking, some big copper comes 
up to me, kicks my bag and says 
“where’s the dope”.

• I was entrapped when an 
undercover asked me to get them 
a joint of pot. It was more than 20 
years ago, but because of that 
record I was refused a Blue Card. 
I’ve raised a healthy well-adjusted 
family since then, I’ve got loads of 
references, I’ve asked for a review 
and am still waiting to hear, I won’t 
give in, I’ll keep at it because it’s 
wrong.

• The cops found some pot once, 
now I’m getting harassed full on, 
they have also rung DOCS and 
Housing to tried to f**k me up; all 
because they tried to get me for 
supply once and I beat them in 
court. 

FROM HOUSING PROVIDERS

• When you have drug and 
alcohol problems it’s hard to get 
housing. If you can get a place 
by paperwork only, but if they see 
you, then you are screwed.

• My house was clean and I always 
took pride in it, but when the 
landlord found out I used drugs, 
he threw me out. I had nowhere 
to go.

FROM FAMILY AND FRIENDS

• My brother doesn’t want to talk to 
me coz I use drugs.

• As soon as my friends found 
out I was injecting drugs, they 
stopped calling me and hanging 
out. I wasn’t a part of their clique 
anymore.

• My mum and my dad, they don’t 
trust me, they think I am going to 
hurt them or rob them.

FROM THE GENERAL COMMUNITY

• Society is very judgemental of 
drug users, I walk down the street 
and people look and stare and 
hang on to their kids tighter.

• I don’t even bother applying for 
things anymore, coz I know it’s 
just not worth the trouble. People 
are never going to give me a 
chance.

FROM EMPLOYERS

• I was doing well at my job, 
getting positive feedback from 
my manage r. As I felt valued, I 
decided to tell my employer I had 
hepatitis C, and not long after that 
I was sacked. I found out later that 
it was coz they thought I was a 
drug addict.

• I told my boss I had hepatitis C 
coz I thought it was the right thing 
to do. But when I cut my finger, 
one of my workmates flew into a 
panic. My boss must have told 
everyone else that I had hep C.

Q u o t e s  f r o m  p e o p l e  w h o 
i n j e c t  d r u g s  r e l a t i n g 
t o  t h e i r  e x p e r i e n c e s 
o f  S T I G M A  a n d 
d i s c r i m i n a t i o n  f r o m 
d i f f e r e n t  s e c t i o n s  o f  
t h e  c o m m u n i t y
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Junkies are always causing 

problems for other commuters 

- they are aggressive and scare 

other passengers, and they leave 

their rubbish lying around.

Train driver



• Through government and politics 
and the ideologies and attitudes 
that influence us all                

• Through the criminal justice 
system and the laws that are 
allowed to remain that negatively 
impact on drug users

• Through the medical profession 
because of the inability of some 
health professionals to observe 
the Hippocratic Oath in relation 
to individual drug users and their 
needs

• Through the mass media that 
deliberately misrepresent drug 
users in the interest of higher 
rating and greater profits

• In the education of every person 
who jeers at or berates drug users 
whilst knowing nothing about 
them and happily indulges in their 
own drug of choice.

Over time, drug users have become 
stigmatised through various 
processes. Stigma and discrimination 
affect drug user’s health, media 
influences the public’s stereotype of 
drug users and governments develop 
over-blown public policies to further 
stigmatise us.

Drug users are all too aware of 
what society thinks of them and the 
consequences for that are huge- 
for example, low self-esteem and 
inadequate health care to name only 
two!

Everyone must have a role in 
eradicating these harmful attitudes 
and social injustices, from the general 
community, to the medical profession, 
to injecting drug users themselves.  If 
we work together and go through the 

formal processes, we will be  
able to gradually reduce the stigma 
and discrimination injecting drug  
users experience every day.

There are ways we can work all work 
together to bring about beneficial 
change for the drug using community.

*Adapted from AIVLs Report “Why wouldn’t I 
discriminate against all of them - A report into Stigma 
and Discrimination towards the Injecting Drug User 
Community” 2011.

For information, training packages 
and resources relating to stigma 
and discrimination and injecting 
drug use, please check out AIVL’s 
website www.aivl.org.au and click 
on ‘speaking out’.
 

S T I G M A
Q u o t e s  f r o m 

v a r i o u s  m e m b e r s 
o f  t h e  g e n e r a l 

c o m m u n i t y 
r e l a t i n g  t o 

i n j e c t i n g  d r u g 
u s e r s

STIGMA AND PEOPLE WHO USE DRUGS
There hasn’t really been any understanding of drugs and drug use as part of  
the human condition and this has made it hard for any rational discussion to  

take place.

Using illicit drugs continues to be viewed as an immoral behaviour, and none 
of the social, economic, religious or political factors that influence drug use are 

accepted. All blame remains with the individual ‘failings’ of the drug user.

Drug use has changed over the years and developed from a matter of personal 
taste to being seen as a disease. These days drug use has become firmly placed 

between the criminal justice system and the medical spheres.

An unacceptable number of people who use drug are being penalised by the 
current drug laws. The amount of harm that befalls people who inject drugs is 
inhumane - HIV/AIDS, hepatitis, overdose, imprisonment and so on. Drug use 
and drug users are seen as so hideous that none of the human rights afforded 

other citizens apply to them.

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST DRUG USERS, 
PARTICULARLY PEOPLE WHO INJECT, IS ONE 

OF THE FINAL BASTIONS OF LEGITIMISED 
DISCRIMINATION. IT MUST BE TACKLED ON 

NUMEROUS LEVELS:

It’s their own fault they are using drugs.  We shouldn’t be helping them to use drugs by providing community services such as NSP’s.
Politician

The addict was dirty, unclean, 
vacant eyes, gaunt with bad skin.

Media
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remember me, but I remember you, 

I remember every word you said, it 

stuck with me like glue, 

But fortunately for me, they stuck 

in a positive way,

It lead me to the career path and future 

I choose today, 

I know you don’t remember but just 

know us kids do,

It may determine our future with you 

boys in blue, 

Choose your words wisely and you may 

find we’ll do the same, 

We have it hard enough you see, we 

carry enough guilt and shame, 

The situation we are in isn’t one that 

we would choose, 

So when you come too arrest our 

parents please don’t be so rude.

Hello can you hear me,

I’m screaming from down bellow,

Hello? Can you hear me?

I have something I want you too know, 

Hi, how are you? That’s the question 

you never asked me, I’m fine thanks 

and guess what!

I grew up to be everything I wasn’t 

suppose to be,

I’m sure you wouldn’t remember as I 

was only small,

I was the kid pushed aside, the one 

crying behind the door, well hello, can 

you hear me?

I’m screaming a little louder now,

I’m not scared anymore, you don’t look 

so big now, I’m here, I have a voice, it’s 

louder then it was before, 

You shouldn’t wear a badge of honour it 

sickens me to the core, Big tough guy 

you are making judgments on a 13 year 

old kid, 

Put me in the same box, blamed me 

for things they did, You wouldn’t 

POWER OF 
      WORDS Tegan Nuckey 2013
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 SET OF VEINS 
Give them a break 

Rotate sites 
Avoid misses 

Filter pills 
Don’t ‘flush’ Go slow 



South-East Queensland & Brisbane  

needle & syringe  
program locations
Beaudesert Hospital 
64 Tina St, Beaudesert
T 07 3837 5614 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Beenleigh Community Health Centre 
10-18 Mt Warren Blvd, Mt Warren Park
T 07 3290 9811 / Open Mon to Fri 8.30am - 4.40pm

Biala (pp) 270 Roma St, Brisbane
T 07 3837 5613  / Open Mon to Fri 9am - 12pm, 
1pm - 4pm

Brisbane Youth Service  
14 Church St, Fortitude Valley
T 07 3252 3750 / Open Mon to Fri 8am - 5pm

Brown's Plains Community Health
McKean St, Caboolture
T 07 5433 8300

Caboolture Community Health (pp)
McKean St, Caboolture
T 07 5433 8300 / Open Mon to Fri 8am - 4.30pm
AH Needle Dispensing Machine

Caloundra
West Terrace, Caloundra
T 07 5436 8850 / Open Mon to Fri 8am - 4.30pm

Cherbourg Hospital
Fisher St, Cherbourg
T 07 4169 8889 / Open 24 hrs 7 days

Chinchilla
Slessar St, Chinchilla
T 07 4662 8889 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Dalby / Goondir
1 New St, Dalby
T 07 4662 6199 / Open Mon to Thu  
8.30am - 4.45pm, Fri 8am - 12pm

Dalby Hospital
Hospital Rd, Dalby
T 07 4669 0555 / Open 24 hours 7 days
AH Needle Dispensing Machine

Dunwhich Health Service
Marie Rose Centre Cnr Petrie & Oxley Parade, 
Dunwich T 07 3409 9059  
Open 7 days 9am -12pm, 1pm - 4pm

Esk Hospital
30 Highlands St, Esk
T 07 5424 4600 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Gold Coast (Southport) (pp)
Queen St, Southport
T 07 5519 8777 / Open Mon to Fri 10am - 4pm

Gympie Community Health
20 Alfred St, Gympie
T 07 5489 877 / Open Mon to Fri 8.30am - 4pm

Inala Community Health (pp)
64 Wirraway Parade, Inala
T 07 3275 5300 / Open Mon to Fri 8.30am - 5pm

QuIHN Brisbane (pp)
89-101 Gipps St, Fortitude Valley
T 07 3620 8112 / Open Mon to Fri 8.30am - 4.30pm

QuIHN Cotton Tree (pp)
59 Sixth Ave, Cotton Tree
T 07 5443 9576 / Open Mon to Fri 8.30am - 4.30pm

QuIHN Gold Coast (pp)
Unit 12/89-99 West Burleigh Rd, Burleigh Heads
T 07 5520 7900 / Open Mon to Fri 9am - 5pm

Redcliffe Community Health Centre (pp)
Redcliffe Health Campus, 181 Anzac Ave, Kippa-ring
T 07 3897 6300 / Open Mon to Fri 8am - 4.30pm

Redlands Community Health
Weippin St, Cleveland
T 07 3488 3200 / Open 24 hours 7 days
AH Needle Dispensing Machine

Stanthorpe Health Services
8 McGregor Terrace, Stanthorpe
T 07 4681 5251 / Open 24 hours  7 days
AH Needle Dispensing Machine

Strathpine / Pine Rivers Community Team
568 Gympie Rd, Strathpine
T 07 3817 6333 / Open Mon to Fri  8.30am - 5pm

Tara Hospital 
15 Bilton St, Tara
T 07 4678 7900 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Texas Multipurpose Health Services
Mingoola Rd, Texas
T 07 4653 1233 / Open Mon to Fri 8.30am - 5pm

Toowoomba Sexual Health
Peachy St, Toowoomba
T 07 4616 6446 / Open 24 hours 7 days
AH Needle Dispensing Machine

Warwick Health Service
56 Locke St, Warwick
T 07 4660 3939 / Open 24 hours 7 days
AH Vending Machine

Wondai Health Service
43 Scott Street, Wondai
T 07 4169 2600 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Wynnum Hospital
Whites Rd, Lota
T 07 3893 8100 / Open 24 hours 7 days
AH Needle Dispensing Machine

Inglewood Hospital
Cunningham Highway
4652 1311 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Ipswich  Sexual Health (pp)
Ipswich Health Plaza, 21 Bell St, Ipswich
T 07 3817 2428 
Open Mon - Wed, Fri 8am-4.30pm, Thu 8am - 5.30pm
AH Needle Dispensing Machine

Jandowae Hospital
13 Dalby St, Jandowae
T 07 4668 5356 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Kilcoy Hospital
17 Brown St, Kilcoy
T 07 5422 4411 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Kingaroy Community Health
166 Youngman St, Kingaroy
T 07 4162 9220 / Open Mon to Fri 8.30am - 5pm

Laidley Rural Community Health 
75 William St, Laidley
T 07 5466 8110 / Open 24 hours 7 days
AH Needle Dispensing Machine

Logan Central Community Health (pp)
97-103 Wembley Rd, Woodridge
T 07 3290 8923 / Open Mon to Fri 8am - 4.30pm

Maleny Memorial Hospital
17 Bean St, Maleny
T 07 5420 5000 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Millmerran
50Commens St, Millmerran
T 07 4695 1211 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Murgon Hospital
Coronation Drive, Murgon
T 07 4169 9600 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Nambour Hospital (pp)
Cnr Mapleton & Hospitals Rd, Nambour
T 07 5470 6869 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Manago Hospital
135 Brisbane St, Manago 
T 07 4171 6700 / Open 24 hours 7 days

Noosa Community Health (pp)
14-16 Bottlebrush Ave, Noosa Heads
T 07 5449 5944 / Open Mon to Fri 8am - 4.30pm

North West Community Health
49 Corrigan St, Keperra
T 07 3335 8888 / Open Monday to Fri 8.30am - 5pm

Nundah Community Health
10 Nellie St, Nundah
T 07 3146 2300 / Open Mon to Fri 8.30am - 5pm

Proston Outpatients Clinic
Brigooda Rd, Proston
T 07 4168 9288 / Open Mon - Fri 8.30am - 11.30am

www.quihn.org Illicit drug users magazine


